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ALSACE/CHAMPAGNE/ARDENNE/LORRAINE
Which Alsatian city is home to the Immeuble Louise Weiss in the ‘Quartier Européen’
where the European Parliament meets at least a dozen times a year?
What ingredient makes the difference between an ordinary quiche and a traditional
quiche Lorraine?
Where would you be if you were standing over a flagstone inscribed: ‘Ici Saint Remi
baptisa Clovis Roi des Francs’ – ‘On this spot Saint Remi baptised Clovis, King of the
Franks’?
After leaving France via Metz and Thionville, which tributary of the Rhine forms part of
the border between Luxembourg and Germany?
Known and valued since Roman times for its temperament and hardiness, an ‘Ardennes’
or ‘Ardennais’ is a relatively small but unusually thick-set type of what animal?
What nickname of Joan of Arc – meaning ‘the maiden’ - has been added in her honour to
the name of her birthplace, Domrémy, in the valley of the Meuse?
Situated in the western half of the département of Vosges, the twin towns of Vittel and
Contrexéville have been renowned since the 1850s for what product?
Widely adopted as a propaganda slogan, what was General Robert Nivelle’s message of
defiance on June 23rd, 1916, issued at a particularly low point of the Battle of Verdun?
What was the eventual name of the Reims champagne business inherited in 1806 by a
newly-widowed 29-year old who became known as ‘The Grande Dame of Champagne’?
Which local boy started his professional career at AS Nancy in 1972 and would go on to
be named European Footballer of the Year on three consecutive occasions?
BOURGOGNE/FRANCHE-COMTE
In use as the name of a colour since the early 1880s, why is a certain shade of deep
reddish-brown referred to as ‘burgundy’?
Which small and ancient city on the river Saône mentioned in the title of a 1993 Peter
Greenaway movie, has a much larger namesake in the American state of Georgia?
Though also produced in other parts of the world, which sweet, dark red liqueur made
from crushed blackcurrants soaked in alcohol, is a speciality of the city of Dijon?
Who won a decisive and highly significant victory over the Celtic chieftain
Vercingetorix, at the siege and battle of Alesia in north central Burgundy in 52BC?
What was invented in the 1750s when Burgundian Jean Naigeon used unripe green grape
juice in a traditional recipe, instead of the more usual ingredient, vinegar?
Born near Besançon in 1949 where he later worked as a waiter, who headed to the UK in
the 1970s, found fame as a TV chef and in 2008 was awarded an honorary OBE?
Which town in the Franche-Comté gives its name to the strategically crucial lowland
‘gap’ (‘trouée’), separating the Jura and Vosges mountain ranges?
Bomb damage leads to the discovery of an ancient document asserting that which part of
London belongs to the Duchy of Burgundy, in a 1949 Ealing comedy?
Beaujolais nouveau wine, sold in the same year in which it is harvested, is always
released for sale on the third Thursday of which month?
What sporting event was held five times at Prenois near Dijon between 1974-84, and 18
times at Magny-Cours in the southwest corner of Burgundy between 1991-2008?
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